Speak the CEO Language on Engagement & Retention: DOLLAR$!
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This presentation and resulting paper answer three critical questions regarding the quest to improve employee retention and engagement in global companies of all sizes and industries:

✓ Why placing dollar values on turnover and engagement is your next important step
✓ How to place dollar values on turnover and engagement
✓ What to do with the data once you have it

The Financial Impact of Turnover and Dis-Engagement

Research tells us that employee turnover in the U.S. costs companies from 12 to 40% of pre-tax income, that the annual cost is $25 billion, and that turnover costs shareholders a full 38% of additional value in just 4 high-turnover industries. Dis-engagement costs are similarly striking as a one standard deviation improvement in engagement has been associated with $4,675 increase in revenue for each employee. For a typical S&P 500 organization, this amounts to $93.5 million.

These dollar values are staggering. And while they are command attention based on their scope, they are difficult to apply to one single company and therefore difficult to use when wanting to motivate CEOs to take the right actions to improve them.

The Role of Dollar Values in Retention

In 2010 I authored a book titled “Rethinking Retention in Good Times and Bad”. This book offered the first set of research-based principles, strategies, and tactics for improving employee turnover. BusinessWeek excerpted a portion of the book and declared that it “offers fresh thinking for solving the turnover problem in any economy”. The book is based on the Rethinking Retention Model® which is below.
A key strategy in the model is to calculate turnover’s cost. Having focused my career on helping companies reduce employee turnover for more than a decade...and across 6 continents...it became crystal clear that HR professionals were caught in a loop of reporting data for turnover and engagement in percentages and survey scores, the ways these data had been traditionally discussed. But while CEOs and other executives intuitively understood the potential negative impact of these metrics, they did not take on the urgency required to improve them because their own motivational language is dollars. These executives would take strong remedial actions only when they could place the dollars going out the door within the context of their other, more familiar challenges as in, “You mean when we lose just one employee it costs us as much as gaining 3 new customers? We better fix this!”

Said another way, in almost every company on earth that is striving to improve employee engagement and retention, there is a problem of translation.

What Specific Action Must CEOs Take?

The specific action CEOs must take is to hold managers on all levels accountable for improving the engagement and retention of their teams in meaningful ways. Let me explain why.

Think about the fundamental difference between the roles of the line or operating side of organizations and the staff side. In simple terms, the line side is charged with getting the primary business objectives done and the staff side helps. Let’s use sales as an example. If your CEO wakes up and sees sales numbers are down, she then rings up the head of sales and tells him to improve them. He then tells his team the same message, and might contact a staff function for help with training or tracking. If the sales team subsequently improves sales, they go to Hawaii and the staff teams stay home. This is the way it works and the way it is supposed to work.

We know from research that CEOs manage employee turnover differently, though, and anecdotally the same is true for employee engagement. In various studies the highest percent of managers who are held accountable for turnover in meaningful ways is just 14%. Instead, executives take one of two paths: they either place HR in charge of retention or no one. HR’s response is a full-throttle unleashing of employee programs including surveys, benefit reviews, brown-bag lunches, town hall meetings, improved newsletters, and employee appreciation week. These efforts are well-intended and provide small amounts of help, and are formed on a solid, basic premise: HR can lead managers to water but they can’t make them drink.
Why Managers Matter

The crossroads decision executive teams must make regarding engagement and retention is this: Will we manage them as we do our other key metrics, in process-driven ways? Or will we manage engagement and retention with programs? Here’s a short-cut to the right answer: If you manage engagement and retention as you do your most important metric, you will manage them successfully. You manage sales via skill-based hiring and defined sales goals, and then provide daily coaching, training, tracking, and ultimately positive and negative consequences. Do the same with engagement and retention and you will win.

Many studies tell us that direct managers are the single critical piece in improving turnover. Here are a few:

“If you have a turnover problem, look first to your managers”…Gallup

Primary reason for seeking a new job is disliking boss’s performance…Yahoo

Employees stay for managers first and co-workers second…salary.com

Poor leadership causes over 60% of all employee turnover…Saratoga Institute

“When employees stay, it is because of their immediate managers”… National Education Association

Employees who stay primarily for their supervisors stay longer, perform better, and are more satisfied with their pay…TalentKeepers

Additionally, Kenexa gathered data from a large number of employees who had recently left their organizations and asked their opinions regarding pay, benefits, development, advancement opportunities, and their managers. The results were predictable; those who felt good about their managers felt better about the other topics and those who felt worse about their managers felt worse about them.

Kenexa concluded that “offering a higher salary or developmental/advancement opportunities may not be enough to retain employees”.

Viewing all of this data from 10,000 feet brings a clear conclusion: Employees’ decisions to stay in their jobs and perform at their very best is greatly influenced by their relationships with their managers. How much? More than half for certain and maybe way more. So solving engagement and retention with programs from HR alone is like treating disease with leeches…and failing to hold managers accountable for engagement and retention is a supreme lost opportunity.

Besides, when is the last time you heard a really good worker say, “My boss treats me like dirt…but I am holding on for employee appreciation week”?

Calling on Google

Fortune Magazine named Google as the best company to work for in 2012, 2013, and 2014. In their online and print publications, Fortune touted Google’s “bocce courts, a bowling alley, eyebrow shaping…25 cafes, all gratis”. Then at the end of their 2012 article Fortune told us this:

“Two-thirds of a company’s score is based on the results of the Great Place To Work’s Trust Index Survey”

And a visit to the Great Place to Work's website found this description of the survey:

“Any company can be a great place to work. Our approach is based on the major findings of 20 years of research – that trust between managers and employees is the primary defining characteristic of the very best workplaces.”
So battle lines are now drawn regarding the selection process for the *Fortune Top 100 Places to Work*. Did Google win because of its managers...or because it provides eye-brow shaping and free food? The answer, based on the two-thirds weight of the trust index survey, is managers. So while *Fortune* touts employee programs as the engagement and retention answer, their data is based on a different criterion which is effective managers.

**Lessons from the Rethinking Retention Model®**

The version of the green-pyramid model presented earlier in this paper is thin on words but rich with content. Three research-based conclusions from the model that drive our fundamental thinking on engagement and retention are:

- Good managers are must-haves.
- Managers must be held accountable to engagement & retention goals.
- The keystone to influencing CEOs to hold managers accountable is DOLLARS.

For HR and Finance professionals who are seeking fresh thinking regarding employee engagement and retention solutions, here is some:

> *Engagement SCORES & Turnover PERCENTS have little impact on your executives compared to DOLLARS...and the single most important thing you want those executives to do is hold managers accountable for the engagement and retention of their teams in meaningful ways.*

**How to Place a Dollar Value on Turnover**

The first step is to establish a turnover cost team with representatives from HR, Finance, and at least one subject matter expert for the job you are costing. The most important member of your team, though, is your Chief Financial Officer. This is because your CFO brings magical powers to your organization and your executive team in that any number she says is accepted as the right number. As a result, the Finance representative on your turnover cost team must carry the full confidence of the CFO.

Begin your meeting by discussing this quote from Albert Einstein:

> “Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts.”

The key points for agreement are (1) that the team and model will be used to develop the closest possible cost for turnover but there will be limitations, and (2) it is more important that executives agree to the cost than the cost is 100% accurate. Said another way, we will develop the best cost and ultimately all must stack hands on the outcome.

Eleven data points are required for the turnover cost model in order to develop the direct costs for exiting and hiring one employee as well as the lost productivity for both while that job is open and the new hire is learning the job. In this example we will calculate the cost of losing one nurse. You will see that the cost estimates are extremely conservative.

These first set of these data points provide fundamental job information and the direct costs of turnover:

1. Nurse annual average compensation & benefits $75,000...$312.50 per day based on 240 workdays per year
2. Annual average compensation & benefits all positions $60,000
3. Projected nurse exits this year 200
4. Separation...exit interviews, administrative costs, separation pay $100
5. Vacancy...temporary help and overtime $5,000
6. Acquisition...advertising, agencies, employee referrals, travel, interviews, assessments, background checks, reference checks, physicals, bonuses, relocation $2,900
7. Placement...new supplies, onboarding days, training days $3,750 based on 2 onboarding days and 10 training days

Total direct costs: $11,750

Then to calculate lost productivity:

8. Annual revenue divided by the number of full-time equivalent employees $240,000 based on Saratoga Institute data but insert your own data here
9. Workdays per year 240 also based on Saratoga Institute data
10. Average workdays position open 20 for our example but insert your own data here
11. 50% workdays to total effectiveness 10 also for our example but insert your own data here; this is the number of workdays typical employees need after full-time training days to become proficient in their jobs, divided by two since they are partially productive each day on an increasing scale

We apply this data to calculate lost productivity this way:

✓ We know the daily revenue per each full-time equivalent employee is $1,000 as $240,000 ÷ 240 = $1,000
✓ We also know the daily revenue for nurses is $1,250 as nurses earn 25% more than average employees, $75,000 per year in salary and benefits versus $60,000 per year for all employees
✓ From this data we can multiply each nurse’s daily revenue value of $1,250 X the number of days the position is open which is 20 and we then know the lost productivity while the position is open which is $25,000
✓ And using the same calculation for the lost productivity for the 10 days of ramp-up time while the new nurse is learning the job, there is additional lost productivity of $12,500

So the total gross lost productivity is $37,500

Two values must be subtracted from the gross lost productivity to ensure accuracy:

✓ The salary and benefits saved during the 20 days the job is open results in a credit of $6,250
✓ And the vacancy costs of $5,000 for temporary help and overtime must also be credited as these dollars were invested to reduce the amount of lost productivity

So the resulting net lost productivity is $31,250
By adding the direct costs and lost productivity, we learn the cost of losing one nurse which is...

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Costs</td>
<td>$11,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost productivity</td>
<td>31,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost for losing one nurse</strong></td>
<td><strong>$43,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recalling that this organization will lose 200 nurses this year, the annual cost of nurse turnover is

$43,000 \times 200 = $8,600,000

**Savings for reducing nurse turnover 20% = $1,720,000**

**Savings for reducing nurse turnover 50% = $4,300,000**

Our C-Suite Analytics’ team has helped scores of clients use this model to determine their turnover costs. The great majority of clients and their CFOs have accepted the model as a fair representation of turnover’s costs. The few who did not suggested that their organizations do not lose productivity while jobs are open because others fill in. The obvious remedy, then, is to calculate the cost of the extra people whose positions have been established to fulfill the work when positions are open and new hires are ramping up due to turnover. This total annual cost can then be divided by the number of employees who exit in one year, and the resulting value can replace the costs for lost productivity in the model.

Finance employees might have data that supersedes the model. For example, most organizations know the daily value of salespeople so they can easily calculate the lost dollars while sales jobs are open and new hires are ramping up, and these dollars should replace the lost productivity dollars that the model will produce. Here are three other examples of job-specific studies that provide helpful data:

- Brokerage: A study indicated that more than half of brokerage clients changed companies to follow a broker who left so what is the real turnover cost?
- Fast Food: Taco Bell found top 20% stores for retention had double sales and were 55% more profitable; without this data we would assume the cost of losing one fast food employee would have been less than $1,000 but it appears turnover’s cost is exponentially higher when aggregated across just one store
- Call Centers: In a study of an outbound center, the costs of lost productivity due to turnover are 4.4 times the direct costs

**Putting Turnover Cost Data to Work**

The primary goal of putting dollar costs on turnover is to influence CEOs and other executives to hold direct managers accountable for turnover and provide meaningful consequences for their outcomes. So making right decisions on how to apply this data is as important as generating this data.

One way to put turnover cost data to work is to incorporate it into monthly reports that include actual turnover, performance against turnover goals, and turnover’s cost... both by organization and by manager. This data will lead executives to make better decisions regarding which managers to reward, to promote, and ultimately which managers to retain. And whereas the performance-against-goals data provides a quick look at each manager’s performance, the cost data spurs urgency for addressing areas where turnover is high and improvement is required.
We’ve helped some organizations design reports that contained the total cost of turnover each month for all positions. The method for doing so is to group jobs together that have similar turnover costs based on key factors such as pay, length of time jobs stay open/training days/ramp-up time, and other factors that significantly impact turnover’s cost such as whether your organization pays relocation costs or hiring bonuses to new hires. Typically all jobs can then be banded into five to eight groups and each job is then assigned one of those five to eight pre-determined costs. Then HRIS systems or excel spreadsheets are prepared to report turnover by aggregated cost.

Another way to put turnover cost data to work is to incorporate the actual dollars into company planning. For example, a major hotel chain determined they were spending $350 million on turnover each year and that cutting turnover in half would increase stock price by nearly 25%. Imagine the high energy and constant reporting that resulted among the CEO and this company’s board of directors once this correlation was announced.

Cost data can also be used when considering a new benefit or pay strategy. Estimates of employees saved or lost can now be quantified and the resulting discussion becomes richer when deciding on major policy initiatives.

Placing A Dollar Value on Engagement

There is little data regarding how much engaged versus disengaged employees impact your bottom line, but one study opens the door to developing organizational and department calculations. This study was conducted in 2007 by Watson Wyatt which has since changed its name to Towers Watson. The study compared engagement scores and company revenue over a period several years and declared the following:

“Watson Wyatt analyses show that a significant improvement (one standard deviation) in employee engagement is associated with a 1.9 percent increase in revenue per employee.”

“Debunking the Myths of Employee Engagement”, Watson Wyatt...now Towers Watson, 2007

The breadth of this study provides a statistical basis we can apply so let’s consider this example. If an organization...

- Earns $100 MM in annual revenue
- Conducted an engagement survey that reported scores on scale of 1 to 10
- Their targeted score was 8
- Their actual organization score was 7
- And the distribution of scores indicated a standard deviation of 1

Then we can chart their outcome in the following way and apply the formula to determine their engagement survey impact in dollars:
As the graphic indicates, this organization lost 1.9% of its annual revenue because its overall survey score was one standard deviation below its targeted score, losing a total of $1.9 million. These are dollars completely left on the table, dollars that CEOs and most CFOs would not consider when reviewing employee survey results.

Let’s now use this same formula but adapt it to one department within this organization and our example will be the sales department. Here’s the scenario:

- This is the same organization and it earns $100 MM in annual revenue
- It conducted engagement survey that reported scores on scale of 1 to 10
- Their targeted score was 8
- Actual sales department score was 9
- Distribution of scores indicated a standard deviation of 1
- The sales department’s salaries & benefits are equal to 10% of the organization’s total salaries and benefits
This graphic tells quite a different story. Because the sales department’s score was one standard deviation above the targeted score, their dollar value is positive rather than negative. The formula to determine this value begins the same way as we calculated for the entire organization by determining the dollar value for the total company if it had achieved this score of 9, and in this example that value is a positive $1.9 million. Next we multiply the company’s engagement value that would result from the company scoring 9 which is one standard deviation above the target, by the percentage of company compensation and benefits that is paid to the sales department which is 10. The mathematical equation is:

\[
\text{Company Value (}+1.9\text{MM)} \times (\text{sales department compensation \& benefits} \div \text{company compensation \& benefits which is 10%}) = 190,000
\]

The result is that the sales department is bringing in $190,000 of revenue entirely because the employees there are more engaged in their work than the level for which the company set its target. This $190,000 is in addition to the expected performance of the sales department.

Why did we use each department’s total compensation and benefits to determine their engagement values rather than their number of employees? Because some departments have a greater impact on revenues than others, and the model assumes that top management designs compensation to reward those who impact revenues the most. Referring back to our example, an administrative department could achieve the same survey score as the sales department and might also have the same number of employees, but a logical assumption would be that that sales team would have a greater impact on revenues than the administrative team. The model accommodates this assumption.

Our examples are designed to use simple computations to make understanding clear. Most standard deviations will not be whole numbers but they will work just as effectively in this model.
Does the Engagement Cost Model Really Work?

Well-respected professionals attest to the validity and value of our engagement model. Here’s one testimony:

“The C-Suite Analytics Engagement Calculator is a welcomed, one-of-a kind tool to help organizations fully grasp the value of engaged employees...as well as the huge number of dollars left on the table when employees don’t give their best. Perhaps its greatest value is that it distinguishes managers who influence engagement from those who do not, in specific dollar values.

This calculator is based on broad-based research and its algorithms have a solid statistical foundation. It can work with any engagement survey and assumes that survey measures engagement in a valid way.”

Dr. Gary Borich, Ph.D
Endowed Fellow, Quantitative Methods Program
The University of Texas at Austin

Are There Restrictions for Using This Calculator?

There are no restrictions for most of our readers. The engagement calculator is patent-pending which means you may use it within your company, but no one other than C-Suite Analytics may sell its use to you.

How Should You Apply the Engagement Calculator’s Resulting Dollar Values?

Recall that our objective is to influence your executives to hold all managers accountable for achieving engagement & retention goals. Step number one, then, is to include engagement values in engagement survey reports. Once executives see in these reports that their organization and each individual manager has now achieved a positive or negative dollar value based on their team’s levels of engagement, ask your executives to take the following next steps:

1. Establish engagement goals for each manager for the next engagement survey
2. Survey employees quarterly or at least more frequently than once per year in order to track whether managers are improving their scores; quarterly surveys can be conducted with samples of employees as long as each employee is included each year
3. Challenge each manager’s survey improvement plan to ensure it contains skill improvements for that manager and all subordinate managers rather than relies on program fixes alone to increase scores
4. Coach managers who consistently fail to meet their engagement survey targets and if necessary remove them from jobs that require managing people

Earlier I said you will improve retention if you develop processes that mirror sales and other top metrics in your company. You will improve engagement if you treat employees as you treat your customers so consider these questions: Would you continue to employ a manager who consistently fails to meet customers’ expectations? And would you wait a full year after a disappointing survey to survey again?

The employee turnover and employee engagement calculators referenced here are available for use at www.C-SuiteAnalytics.com. To inquire about using them, please register on this site and include the number of employees in your organization.
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